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Members of the Recreation & Parks Commission: 
Thank you for the opportunity to address the Recreation & Parks Commission this week. As 

commissioners you know that our parks provide social and economic benefits to the community. 
Yet I believe that we miss an opportunity to encourage physical activity when we fail to make 
our parks easily and safely accessible by bicycle. Today we rely too heavily on automobiles for 
short trips at the cost of congestion and pollution, according to our Sustainable City Plan (2009). 
The plan’s Environmental and Public Health section puts a fine point on the problem by praising 
the availability of “healthy lifestyle opportunities” yet cautioning that overreliance on auto travel 
requires we enact policies to “reduce the pollutants entering the environment.” 

The relationship between travel mode choice and public health is also underscored in the 
Land Use, Transportation and Open Space section. It recommends policies that encourage 
“alternative forms of travel especially to parks” (emphasis mine) in order to mitigate negative 
impacts on community health and quality-of-life. Were the city to provide “safe bicycle routes 
and secure bicycle parking,” the plan suggests, we would often choose to ride a bicycle. In other 
words, a visit to the park need not summon a public health scourge!  

I agree completely. These days I use my bicycle for 90% of trips around town. I own a car 
but use it for less than half of my trips even in the larger region. For three years I’ve appeared 
before City Council and various committees to make the case for measures that improve road 
safety for those who choose to ride a bicycle.  

But my city hardly makes it safe or convenient for me to ride a bicycle. We took a step 
backwards in 2010, for example, when City Council demoted the status of our Bicycle Master 
Plan (1977) from General Plan Open Space element to that of mere appendix. The good news is 
that City Council has called for achieving a bike-friendly Beverly Hills a priority. Chief among 
members’ concerns was an update to the 1977 plan. 

What role can this commission play in getting us on the track to sustainability? I’ll suggest a 
few opportunities where commissioners can impact the Bicycle Master Plan update.  

! First, the commission could consider whether policymakers need to revisit the city’s 
blanket prohibition on cycling in the parks. Commissioner Bilak had asked about in-park 
paths. Perhaps a parallel but separate bike path for our parks’ major walkways could 
provide residents long out-of-the-saddle with an opportunity to ride leisurely far away 
from city streets. Children, too, could exercise their cycling skills in a protected and 
supervised place. I believe that’s worthy of consideration. 
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! Second, this commission could propose to Council a bicycle rack standard for city parks. 
Few racks in city parks welcome cyclists today. A formula could specify the appropriate 
quantity per acre of parkland or index it to park attendance. (At Roxbury, a dozen racks 
in each of two locations might be appropriate for example.) Our Transportation division 
has proposed only one rack per park in some cases. 

! Third, this commission could include bike-safety education in next year’s summer 
recreation program. Safe-riding courses could teach children the rules of the road. But 
safety is not only for kids, of course. The educated adult rider is likely to teach her kids, 
nieces and nephews how to ride safely too. The Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition is 
seeking a Beverly Hills location for ride-safe classes. Perhaps the commission could 
recommend that every park renovation include a bike-safety training area. 

! And last, perhaps the greatest opportunity before this commission is expressing support  
for a citywide bicycle network. The Bicycle Master Plan proposes it, after all, and such a 
network could make our parks a natural destination for riders. We need this commission 
on board if we are to create the robust network that would achieve the Sustainable City 
Plan’s goal of shifting local trips from car to bicycle.  

What would that network look like? Well, here is the Bicycle Master Plan’s vision: 
Beverly Hills offers a unique opportunity to develop a bikeway system which can 
serve both transportation and recreation needs, that is, a system that is both 
suitable for Sunday afternoon family bicycle riding, as well as one that connects 
residential areas with parks, schools, shops, or places of employment, thus 
providing an alternative means of transportation to the bus or private auto.  

The plan’s 22-mile “bike lane variety” system not only wanted to connect city institutions 
and neighborhoods but also envisioned paths “exclusive to cyclists in order to facilitate parks 
access” (emphasis mine). Such a citywide network could put Beverly Hills at the forefront of 
sustainable mobility planning among Westside cities. To that end, let me append a map 
superimposing that 1977 Bicycle Master Plan bicycle network upon today’s parks locations to 
suggest the potential. 

Should this commission support such a network, you could rightly claim credit for making 
our city bike-friendly. In fact I’m confident that this commission has a key role to play. I stand 
ready to assist the Recreation & Parks Commission in any way that I can.  
Sincerely, 

 




